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Abstract: Electrochemistry is a hotspot in today’s research arena. Many different domains have
been extended for their role towards the Internet of Things, digital health, personalized nutrition,
and/or wellness using electrochemistry. These advances have led to a substantial increase in the
power and popularity of electroanalysis and its expansion into new phases and environments. The
recent COVID-19 pandemic, which turned our lives upside down, has helped us to understand the
need for miniaturized electrochemical diagnostic platforms. It also accelerated the role of mobile and
wearable, implantable sensors as telehealth systems. The major principle behind these platforms is
the role of electrochemical immunoassays, which help in overshadowing the classical gold standard
methods (reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction) in terms of accuracy, time, manpower,
and, most importantly, economics. Many research groups have endeavoured to use electrochemical
and bio-electrochemical tools to overcome the limitations of classical assays (in terms of accuracy,
accessibility, portability, and response time). This review mainly focuses on the electrochemical
technologies used for immunosensing platforms, their fabrication requirements, mechanistic objec-
tives, electrochemical techniques involved, and their subsequent output signal amplifications using a
tagged and non-tagged system. The combination of various techniques (optical spectroscopy, Raman
scattering, column chromatography, HPLC, and X-ray diffraction) has enabled the construction of
high-performance electrodes. Later in the review, these combinations and their utilization will be
explained in terms of their mechanistic platform along with chemical bonding and their role in signal
output in the later part of article. Furthermore, the market study in terms of real prototypes will be
elaborately discussed.

Keywords: bioanalytical; electroanalysis; electrode modification; immunosensing; signal amplification;
miniaturized diagnostics; microfluidic; healthcare

1. Introduction

Electroanalytical techniques are involved based on the interplay between electricity
and chemistry/chemical reactions. They involve the measurements of electrical counter-
parts such as the current, potential, charges, and their dependency relationships with the
chemical parameters. The subsequent use of electrical counterparts can be extended for
a vast range of applications, i.e., environmental monitoring, food analysis, biomedical
analysis, industrial quality control, and as a platform for diagnostic purposes [1]. They
are quite powerful, versatile, analytical systems with attributes of high sensitivity and
precision with a large linear dynamic range and relatively low-cost instrumentation se-
tups [2]. Some of the most useful electroanalytical techniques are based on the concept of
continuously changing applied potentials to the electrode/electrolyte interface and their
resulting current outputs. In the past three decades, major advances have been witnessed
in the fields of electroanalysis technologies, with innovations in the design of electrodes,
tailored interfaces, molecular monolayers, transducer types, green electrode materials,
ionophore and biomimetic receptors, tags-added nanomaterials, disposable strip electrodes,
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and flexible skin-worn or wristband wearable platforms for multiplexed bioelectronic
assays [2–5]. On the contrary, there are various immunochemistry or immunohistochemical
tools available in the market (distributed by companies like Abbott and Siemens) that claim
to be highly sensitive (1–100 pg/mL detection range). However, these clinical lab-scale
instruments have limitations in terms of their regimes, such as expensive reagents, bulky
set-up with high costs incurred for each sample analysis, and trained professionals for
performing tests and off-site samplings. Moreover, the system involves several hazardous
chemicals for their detection. In contrast, in many chemical measurements (involving bulk
homogenous solutions), electrochemical processes take place at the electrode/electrolyte
interface. Electrochemical reactions occur either at the electrode or at the electrolyte phase
boundaries. Thus, the properties of the phase boundaries play a pivotal role in the overall
cell reaction. The electrode/electrolyte interface is quite a crucial parameter, affected by
the immunosensor formation at the electrode surface, thus leading to an increment in
the resistance at the junction and thereby obstructing the diffusion of the electrons. This
property is exploited to study the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of the elec-
trodes and further extended to determine the LOD (limit of detection) and linear range.
A simple scheme representing electrochemical biosensors is portrayed in Figure 1. This
distinction between the wide range of electro-analytical techniques reflects the basis for
the various types of electrical signals used for quantification. The two major types of
electrochemical measurements are potentiostatic and potentiometric, which are elaborately
discussed in Section 3 of this review. In continuation, many modern nanotechnology
efforts have allowed for the development of innovative electrochemical biosensors with
high sensitivity by employing various nanomaterials that facilitate the electron transfer
and carrying capacity of signal tracers, which will be described later in Section 3 of this
article. Furthermore, the signal amplification is explained, wherein the use of an electrode
material can act as a supporting matrix (first option), while the employment of various
nanomaterial labelling approaches, i.e., carrier of enzymes, can be a second option [6]. An
electrochemical immunosensor employs antibodies as a capture and detection means to
produce electrical charges for the quantitative analysis of target molecules [7]. The study
of real prototypes of currently available systems on the market is discussed in Section 4.
In this review, we primarily focus on different technologies explored for electrochemical
analysis for immunosensing and their respective whereabouts. Convention systems that
lag in the rapid analysis of clinical samples without enrichment, purification, and/or the
addition of reagents remain elusive. Hence, the comparative analysis of classical methods
concerning new electrochemical operations is discussed in Section 2.
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Figure 1. Accounts for the basic format of an electrochemical biosensor. The biorecognition element
in the presence of the specific analyte leads to the unique property of a biological recognition event
on the transducing device. The bioreceptor signals are converted into a suitable output that is easily
readable by the display setup.
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2. Principle of an Electrochemical Immunosensor

The biosensor or the electrochemical platform involves an antibody (Ab) as a capturing
probe and quantitatively measures the electrical signal based on the antigen’s presence,
i.e., target molecule or protein of interest and antibody complex binding molecule. Ta-
ble 1 details a comparative analysis of traditional vs. electrochemical approaches for
immunosensor-based analyte detection and their respective properties. The basic princi-
ple of the sensor is similar to that of an ELISA (direct, indirect, and sandwich), the most
common format being sandwich electrochemistry. The immunosensor distinguishes in
cases of unbound materials that do not participate in the binding event. The signals are
observed due to the catalytic reaction of an enzyme molecule labelled as a signal tracer
with detection-antibody only. The products lead to a chemical reaction via the involvement
of traducers, thus enabling a sensor device measurement for POCT testing, as shown in
Figure 2. Electrochemical immunosensors have a vivid scope of applications in the realms
of medical, food, environment, and quality testing. Their underlying sensing principles can
be categorized as follows: amperometry, potentiometry, conductometry, and impedance
depending on signal output [8,9]. One of the most prominent real-time monitoring setups
is paper and microfluidic-based multiplexed platforms.

Table 1. Tabulation of various conventional vs. electrochemical techniques for immunosensor
fabrication and their properties.

S. No. Conventional Immunoassays Electrochemical Immunoassays Ref.

1.

Various techniques are available based on different
principles such as fluorescence-based,
agglomeration-based, change in optical properties,
enzyme immunoassays, etc. They are the
gold standards.

They rely on a simple concept of changes in the current,
charge transfer or resistance after highly specific
antigen–antibody complex (lock and key)
formation only.
Any variation in the system can change the output
signals, and hence the selectivity can be determined.

[10–12]

2.
Sophisticated set-up required with skilled technician.
Cumbersome instruments
A high volume of samples is required

A CHI workstation or a simplistic potentiometer can
also be used by semi-skilled personnel for
the measurement.
Nowadays, small potentiostats (pendrive sizes) are
available on the market, which are compatible with
mobile phones and tablets.
Nanolitres of the sample are sufficient.

[13,14]

3. Low limit of detection, highly sensitive, and has a wide
range of detection. Upto pico or femto molar levels too.

Moderate limit of detection, highly sensitive, and has a
moderate range of detection. Upto nano and
picomolar levels.

[15,16]

4. It cannot be extended for on-field POCT devices. Can be extended as on-field POCT (point of care
testing) devices. [15–17]

5.

Pre-sampling procedures are required.
Moderate turnaround time.
Increased throughput in clinic laboratories.
High cost incurred.
Plates and vials can be reused.

No pre-sampling is required.
Faster turnaround time (~2 to 10 min).
Increased throughput.
Minimal cost required.
Immunosensor-based electrodes are one-time usage
only (for the majority of systems).

[18]

6.

Methods involved are as follows:
Optical detection;
Reflectometry;
Ellipsometry;
Surface plasmon resonance;
Chemiluminescence;
Piezoelectric.

Methods involved are as follows:
Potentiometry;
Amperometry;
Electrochemical luminescence;
Microgravimetric (EQCM—Electrochemical Quartz
Crystal Microbalance);
Impedance;
FET-based;
Bio-resistors-based systems.

[13,19,20]
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prominently employed as a base to carry out various redox systems, while others involve in-
dium tin oxide, boron-doped diamond electrodes, Au, Pt electrodes, and so forth [29–35]. Na-
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Figure 2. Accounts for the fabrication of an electrochemical immunosensor. The constituents of
the electrode fabrication account for suitable nanomaterial modification, followed by the capture
antibody, analyte, or the protein of interest, the labelled detection antibody that gives the signal only
after the ELISA process is complete.

3. Designing of Diagnostic/Sensor Platform

The main question that comes to any researcher or enthusiast is how the diagnostic
platform is designed. What are the layers? How are they aligned for a well-defined signal
transduction pathway? Will the design be responsible for the efficiency and selectivity of a
specific protein of interest? This section is dedicated to answering such questions in a proper
stepwise manner. The design of the electrochemical sensor constitutes various subparts
such as the electrode, substrate, transducer element, supporting materials (nanomaterials),
enzymes/proteins, and detector element. The electrode in the sensor plays a pivotal role
in the immobilization of the capture system (i.e., protein Ab or molecule of interest). It
also acts as a transducer element used for the flow of the electrons produced/transferred
in the biological reaction system. Thus, the choice of appropriate electrodes with surface
modifications (using nanomaterials) is critical to enhance the performance and analytical
sensitivity [21,22]. Nanomaterials contribute by enhancing the electrical signals (electron
transfer ability), biocompatibility with biomolecules, electro-catalytic traits, higher surface
area, and thus the improved loading capacity of proteins, adding a synergistic effect for
signal amplification [23–26]. Nanomaterials have the potential to exhibit biocompatibility,
wherein they exhibit biocidal activity against bacteria, cancerous cells, and many others [27,28].
The choice of electrodes and their supporting matrix is quite a culminated setup. Thus, the
electrode and the nanomaterials are described in the next section.

3.1. Nanomaterials-Based Modified Platform

The choice of nanomaterial plays an important role in tailoring the efficiency and speci-
ficity of an immunosensor. Usually, a carbon electrode or the glassy carbon electrode is most
prominently employed as a base to carry out various redox systems, while others involve
indium tin oxide, boron-doped diamond electrodes, Au, Pt electrodes, and so forth [29–35].
Nanomaterials have multiple features, such as biocompatibility, electroactive properties
with high attributes of a high surface-to-volume ratio, superb conductivity, and electrical
attributes. They are classified as zero (0D)-, one (1D)-, two (2D)- and three-dimensional
(3D) based on how large they are (<100 nm). For example, fullerene (0-dimensional with
a size of 1.1 nm), an allotrope of carbon, consists of single and double bonds, wherein
its molecules can be tubular, ellipsoidal, hollow spheres, or other shapes. Importantly,
magnetic nanoparticles, quantum dots, metallic nanoparticles, fullerene, graphene, carbon
nanotubes, etc., are a few examples of things that are extensively involved [36].
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The glassy carbon electrode and screen-printed carbon electrodes are two of the
classical electrode types. Carbon elements are extremely versatile and amenable to var-
ious scientific applications. Various carbon nanomaterials like nanotubes, dots, spheres,
graphene, nanowires, etc., are extended for various empirical advances. They are electrode
scaffolds with exceptionable mechanical and chemical properties. The binder molecules
are immobilized on the carbon surface with amide and carboxylic functional groups [26].

Several systems involve Pt, Au, Pd, Ag, Cu, etc., as electrode materials. However,
despite their numerous characteristics, they are not suitable for sufficient signal amplifica-
tion by themselves. Thus, they are combined with various other nanostructures like CNT,
C60, and conductive polymers, obtaining remarkable synergetic effects [37]. The concept
of synergistic effects will be elaborated on in Section 3.2. In continuation, multi-metallic
nanoparticle applications have been employed as electrocatalytic labels in sandwich-type
immunoassays. Multi-metal nanoparticles, which have superior electrocatalytic perfor-
mance, are used due to their unique electronic effects between all metals, forming al-
loys [38].

According to the fabrication of immunosensors, they are used for electron transfer
enhancement and fabrication of protein layer loading in the case of label-free sensing. In
the case of sandwich immunosensors, they can be used as electroactive and electrocatalytic
tracers and nanocarriers [39]. Figure 3 accounts for the development of an electrochemical
immunosensor for the detection of human serum albumin (HSA) in real urine samples
with the involvement of labelled Ab for their well-defined electrocatalytic response. This
figure accounts for a thionine-modified electrochemical platform that acts as a redox
transducer involving covalent and pi-pi bonding between the GCE-modified functionalized
(multi-walled carbon nanotube) MWCNT + PEDOT (poly (3,4 ethylenedioxythiophene)
polystyrene sulfonate). This modified matrix was further extended for the detection of
HSA after modifying the platform with primary Ab1p (polyclonal), skimmed milk (SkM)
blocking agent, primary Ab1m (monoclonal), and Ab2 HRP (secondary antibody linked to
HRP) [40].
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+ PEDOT@Th (CME) and (C) CME―Ab1p―SkM―Ag(HSA)―Ab1m―Ab2HRP-modified electrodes 
and the (D) bioelectrocatalytic reduction of H2O2 and (E) electron transfer reaction mechanism. 

Figure 3. Illustration of immunosensor configurations in terms of bonding, electron transfer enhance-
ment, signal amplification, bioelectrocatalytic reduction of the substrate, and sensing fabrication. Permis-
sion and copyright, JEAC 2022 [40]. The notations are as follows: (A,B) GCE/f—MWCNT + PEDOT@Th
(CME) and (C) CME—Ab1p—SkM—Ag(HSA)—Ab1m—Ab2HRP-modified electrodes and the (D)
bioelectrocatalytic reduction of H2O2 and (E) electron transfer reaction mechanism. Ab1p—polyclonal
primary antibody, Ab1m—monoclonal primary antibody, SkM—skim milk power as a blocking agent,
Ag = HSA, Ab2HRP = horseradish peroxide enzyme tagged Ab1p. Cases (i–iii) are possible
routes for molecular orientations of surface confined Th and its interactions with Ab2HRP.
CME = GCE/f—MWCNT + PEDOT@Th.
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3.2. Functional Model of Bonding between the Protein and the Underlying Electrode Surface

Immunosensors have specific immunochemical reactions with transducing elements
for subsequent techniques like capacitative, potentiometric, impedance, conductometric,
amperometric, optical and microgravimetric, etc., analysis [41]. With the breakthrough
which has occurred through the determination of plausible reaction dynamics underlying
immunosensors, there is corresponding potential to revolutionize traditional procedures.
The rapid advancement in this domain means that it has become quite easy to use, with a re-
liable output in diverse screening [42]. Yet, complications associated with immune-inactive
components, their immobilization, non-specific adsorption, and background noise are a few
practical complications which mean that they should be dealt with precaution. The sample
system for any immunosensor can be blood or its components, sweat, urine, tears, or similar
body fluids. Thus, the current modernization of the immunosensor domain has been quite
enhanced using an electrochemical approach to solving the complications of clinical analy-
sis in medicine and veterinary sciences. Thus, the upgradation of electro-immunoassays is
likely to be driven by the analytical practice and efficiency of the microfluidic analysis. For
example, sweat consists of a range of biomarkers and a mixture of metabolites, electrolytes,
urea, etc. The other interfering elements can be prevented from coming into contact with
the sensor by using a layer of filter systems. A sweat-based microfluidic electrochemical in-
tegrated device has been developed by Cao et al., wherein they have elaborately discussed
the sweat collector, followed by the vertical channel, transverse channel, electrochemical
sensor, and finally sweat evaporator [43]. Figure 4 displays a schematic illustration of
a sweat collector, wherein the yellow colours are hydrophobic in nature and formed by
wax-screen printing, while the coloured systems are hydrophilic areas. Similarly, Bilbao
et al. published a collection of microfluidic-based electrochemical platforms for various
analytes [44]. In particular, sandwich immunoassays involving enzyme-functionalized
liposomes were used as their catalytic label to obtain a substantially improved assay, which
has been validated in one of the reports by Alfonta et al. for the determination of cholera
toxin [45].
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which allows the sweat to pass through different filters to ensure the removal of inactive systems and
interfering systems that might add complications to the analysis (A). While (B) corresponds to the
attachment of the sensor on the body part and cross-sectional illustration for the sweat glands that
secrete sweat, which passes through a channel into the electrode and finally gets evaporated after
analysis. Copyright, RSC Advances, 2019 [43].
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This paradigm shift shows the exploited arena of nanomaterials for sensor design [46].
Recently, miniaturized automated immunosensors have become a trend to facilitate a short-
ened analysis duration and faster analytical approach with simplicity. Recently, a sensor
has been proposed to facilitate immunophenotyping for various leukaemias with a cluster
of differential antibody microarrays [47]. Subsequently, variations in the immunosorbent
assays can be extended for the autoimmune diagnosis of rheumatic diseases with high
throughput [48]. Thus, different sensors are functionalized for commercial aspects with
integrated multiple processors in a single device unit for elevated reliability with features of
automation and less reagent consumption. One of these is the micro-total analysis system
(µTas), i.e., the future of immune tests [49]. Another article was published by Hui et al. on
the high performance of electrochemical heavy metal sensors for non-invasive detection in
human fluids. High throughput systems allow for the very sensitive detection of analytes at
the ppb level, i.e., 0.1 ppb and 0.5 ppb for copper and zinc heavy metals [50]. Additionally,
integrating multiple processors like scanning electrochemical probe microscopy (SPECM)
enables the better spatial resolution of imaging. These next-generation systems put enor-
mous emphasis on big data and its analysis, storage, curation, and parallelization. Thus,
these intelligent instruments and experiments have active control of nanoscale systems
and the integration of nano-electrochemistry and nanoscale micro spectroscopy too [50].
The summing of immunosensors is one of the most frequently used analytical prototypes
embracing a vast repertoire of analyte detections by a diverse range of transducers. Its
enormous potential has been accepted in clinics, the environment, biological processes, food
and diets, and even medical research. It has become an inevitable powerful technological
prototype for analytical domains.

There are various ways to achieve antibody–nanoparticle bioconjugation, which is
divided into physical and chemical methods. In the case of metallic nanoparticles, the
physical methods are based on the following: (a) the spontaneous adsorption of Ab onto
metallic nanoparticles through the hydrophobic interaction of the Ab lipophilic part and
the metallic surface; (b) the electrostatic interaction between them. On the contrary, the
chemical methods involve covalent strategies, the most common being attachment via the
thiol group.

Other strategies involve bifunctional linkers (carboxyl-thiol, amine-thiols) or adapter
molecules such as biotin and streptavidin, making them react with antibodies via EDC/NHS
linkers. The bonding is generally covalent and non-covalent. One of the most crucial co-
valent interactions in immunosensors is crosslinking (the covalent linkage sites at the
transducer substrates which attach glutaraldehyde, carbodiimide succinimide ester, etc.).
Coating material systems like tri methoxy silane, polyethyleneimine, etc. [51], are initiators
for immunoactivity molecule immobilization. Few reports of self-assembled monolayers
are one of the promising alternatives for protein (antigen or antibody, protein of interest) im-
mobilization [52,53]. Sulphur donor atoms strongly coordinate on various noble substrates
such as sulphides, disulfides, and thiols, which are perfectly organized. A recent article
published in 2022 scientific reports involved the anchoring of biological elements due to
the strong and stable gold–sulphur chemistry [54]. In continuation, Shoute et al. reported
an impedimetric sensor for COVID-19 detection antibodies using a gold (interdigitated
microelectrode array) IMA sensor chip-based microfluidic platform [55]. These sulphur
bonds are composed of thiol, with COOH and OH groups ensuring stable affinity for a
specific interface. They even help in ensuring the perfect orientation and alignment of
protein molecules on the electrode surface to have specific lock and key bonding. Gandhi
et al. reported COOH–Cytochrome c bonding, or ‘-CO-NH-’ molecular wiring, to enable
the perfect electron transfer mechanism for the efficient electrocatalytic reduction of hy-
drogen peroxide [56]. Alshanski and coworkers have reported enzymatic sialylation using
impedimetric biosensing, which is a label-free biosensor based on interface properties.
The biosensor surface consisted of neutral, positive, negative, and zwitter ionic functional
groups. Each group had a profound effect, providing signals which were directly related to
enzymatic sialylation [57]. Thus, these bonds enable the retention of antibody activities
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for successful applications in immunosensor designs. In addition, this has led to low back-
ground noise and higher sensitivity as a favourable alternative for interfacial design. An
interesting report was published in 2003, wherein an epitope of foot and mouth disease was
detected using a penta-peptide functionalized CNT [58]. Covalent interaction allows for
the stability and repeatability of immunosensor applications. On the contrary, crosslinking
leads to multilayer interaction, followed by the creation of diffusion barriers and transport
limitations, leading to enhanced time frames with incomplete interactions [59]. An elabo-
rate study of the enzymes on both components of substrate-on-a-nanoparticle configuration
has been performed by Algar et al. [57]. An electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance-
based technique using amine-terminated PPF for well-defined antibody immobilization
has been studied in this respect [60]. Thus, the ideal immobilization inherent characteristics
are (A) sufficient loading amount of protein on the transducer element; (B) stability of the
immobilized protein for the course of the reaction; (C) sensing or the response of electro-
chemical systems should be independent of the immobilization process and transducer
involved; (D) sensor regeneration ability.

The non-covalent interactions are in general hydrophobic, electrostatic, Van der Walls,
and hydrogen interactions. They constitute both the physical and chemical interactions,
which are highly dependent on the substrate element. Recently, Gajos et al. in 2023, reported
a non-covalent inflow biofunctionalization for capture assays for IgG antibodies. One of the
most typical layer-by-layer techniques for self-assembly for various biomolecular immobi-
lization [61]. Caruso et al. introduced the study of a polyamine hydrochloride/polystyrene
sulphonate layer for SAM mercaptopropionic acid, enabling a charged modification on the
transducer element [62]. The molecules involved electrostatic interactions. In continuation,
various antigens and antibodies have been entrapped in film or polymeric systems. Sol–gel
can encapsulate distinct bio-moieties in tailored conditions with optimized characteris-
tics (strength, stability, transparency, physical tenability, etc.) [63,64]. An article by Zhan
et al. involved ZnO sol as an electrochemical immunosensor for the determination of
clenbuterol [62]. Thus, the aforementioned physical interaction-based immunoassays are
quite simple and rapid, but their immobilization stability is highly influenced by bioac-
tivity, protein denaturation, and the ionic strength of the solution. This may cause a
low-reproducibility constraint of their usage in the mainstream.

In extension on the various interactions, the synergistic effect observed between the
CNTs and other nanoparticles helps in improving the parameters of the immunosensor.
The synergistic effect helps enhance the sensitivity of the sensor as the nanocomposite
has a higher surface area than load-abundant immobilized biomolecules, which improves
their electron transfer process. For example, Sun et al. have reported an electrochemical
immunosensor for the screening of carcinoembryonic antigen with a redox matrix consisting
of AuNP’s, MWCNT, and Azure I, a self-assembling nanocomposite [27], wherein Azure
I formed a nanostructural membrane that was entrapped in the MWCNT matrix. Later,
negatively charged gold nanoparticles were assembled into the interface via an electrostatic
interaction. Thus, anti-CEA antibodies, followed by CEA, can be accommodated on the
sensor for a well-defined sensing that has enhanced current sensitivity due to the synergistic
effect of the system [27]. Many other papers are described in this regard that help to
synergistically amplify the result for the better performance of immunosensors [65,66].

Another type of interaction is based on adsorbate binding, which is responsible for
mass loading and interfacial properties, namely roughness and viscoelasticity. They are
observed in the case of the piezoelectric response of microgravimetric immunosensors,
wherein the shift in the oscillation frequency is studied [67]. They have attributes of
real-time analysis, simplicity, ease of usage, use in both gas and solution phase systems,
reliability, and reproducibility. Their sensitivity is quite enhanced, and one of these systems
is named quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). A review has been published in this regard
involving epitome-based imprinted sensors for electrochemical-based timely disease moni-
toring, using EQCM as one of the potential techniques [67]. A recent report accounts for the
detection of Salmonella typhimurium in chicken meat by the immobilization of the protein
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A-based antibody immunosensor [68]. In continuation, an electrode Au/SAM/antigen
was fabricated involving covalent linkages for the detection of anti-sperm antibodies [69].
Another crucial type of gravimetric immunosensor is based on immunological aggluti-
nation, wherein the antibody-bearing suspensions help in inducing the corresponding
change in the characteristics, thereby altering the interfacial properties of the crystal [69,70].
EQCM has add-on advantages compared to conventional piezoelectrical assays, such as the
easy immobilization of biomolecules on the crystal, sensitivity, and feasibility with a wide
range of targets [69]. In this context, potentiometric transducers are quite a thing for the
commercial market. In general, a local equilibrium is established at the transducer interface,
especially for the membrane potential where ‘it is α proportional to specific ion activity’.
This relationship has led to the fundamental basis for ion-selective electrodes. These groups
of biosensors are characterized based on their analytical performance in distinct domains.
One of the first immune electrodes was proposed by Janta and his co-workers for the
screening of Concanavalin A [71]. The bond for the attachment was via a covalent bond
on the platinum electrode. In continuation, other potentiometric types are pH and gas
sensing electrodes, which help to cope with the issues observed for traditional approaches.
An ion-based field effect transistor (ISFET) is usually a semiconductor device formed by
substituting an ion-sensing membrane for the metal gate for an FET. An ISFET responds to
the potential change in the specific immunochemical reaction for the immobilized Ab and
Ag mechanism. A few pH-dependent electrochemical sensors have varied enzyme labels,
such as glucose oxidases, horse radish peroxidase, urease, etc. Nevertheless, there are only
a small number of immunosensors reported in these arenas. A silicon-based ISFET has
been reported for the detection of urinary albumin [72]. Herein, Saengdee has developed
a low-cost immunosensor based on the binding event between the recombinant Ag85B
antigen and anti-Ag85B antibody on the ISFET surface by monitoring the gate potential
change at a constant drain current. There is another set of conductometric immunosensors
which are quite old but are limited due to their poor selectivity issues (sometimes false
negative/positive response). A conductometric immunosensor for E.coli 0157:H7 has been
fabricated using a polyaniline/zinc oxide nanocomposite and has been extended to real
samples such as skimmed milk [73]. Hence, other capacitance-based or impedance-based
options are the most widely used immunosensors, wherein the capacitance is studied, i.e.,
the principle involves the capacitance of an electrode, which is proportional to the thickness
and the dielectric behaviour of the electrode surface and the solid/solution interface. The
most critical part during fabrication is the immobilization process. Thus, the sensitivity
attributes along with the efficiency of the sensor depend on the coupling/layer of the
interaction for various techniques. In the case of capacitive-based immunosensors, the
capacitance ↑ is the thickness ↓ of the insulating layers. An additional benefit in the case of
a capacitance- or impedance-based sensor is the ability to directly investigate the lock and
key interaction (Menton’s Michael Interaction) without involving any reagent or separation
step. Another important type is amperometric-based immunosensors, which help in the
determination of currents resulting from electrochemical oxidation and reduction-based
systems, i.e., the electroactive species at a constant voltage. Mansi and her co-workers
reported a well-defined amperometric determination of white spot syndrome virus (vp-28
protein) in penaeid shrimp using a sesamol-based redox transducer on a carbon black/GCE
surface in pH 7 PBS media [7]. These types of sensors are usually based on label profiling
(examples—oxidases, peroxidases, cytochrome c, etc.), which helps in enhancing their
sensitivities inherited by enzyme catalysis [74]. Hence, the amperometric immunosensors
can obtain a much better response compared to a classical ELISA. Figure 5 encompasses a
pictorial illustration of an amperometric sensor. The only drawback in these is due to their
incapable surface renewability. On the other hand, anodic stripping voltammetry is an
assay well adapted for measurements of heavy metals, such as copper, and can be a future
for immunosensor prototyping. Immunosensors, in this respect, have been reported in
various detections of human immunoglobulin (LOD—4.9 fg mL−1), human carcinoembry-
onic antigen (LOD—3 fg mL−1), human α-fetoprotein (LOD—4.9 fg mL−1), and thrombin
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(LOD—0.9 fg) on a screen-printed electrode using CdS quantum dots [75]. Out of all the
various types of immunosensors, the impedimetric and amperometric immunosensors are
widely accepted and used for prototype fabrications. Out of these, the amperometry ones
are more selective but are equally difficult to set using a redox transducer.
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label-free-, sandwich-, enzymatic-, and non-enzymatic-based sensors. Based on varied properties of
the protein of interest, they are aptly fabricated for defined signal output.

4. Applications of Real-Time Electrochemical Screening of Protein of
Interest: Market Study

The electrochemical instrument market has segmented a compound annual growth
rate expanding ~4%, with the domains of products, end users, and region. The projected
market is supposed to increase to a valuation of ~USD 3 billion by 2026 [76]. This en-
largement is majorly due to rising consumer demand for multi-parameter testing and the
need for safe drinking water and environment across regions. The key companies are
Dkk-Toa Corporation, Yokogawa Electric Corporation, India; Horiba Ltd., Kyoto, Japan;
Hanna Instruments Inc., Italy; Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Danaher Corporation,
USA; Xylem Inc., USA; Metrohm AG, Swizerland; Endress+ Hauser AG, Germany, which
are the major leading electrochemical profiles. It is anticipated that a wide number of
biotechnological and pharmaceutical firms will be the driving factor for the electrochem-
ical advancement, which has led to an increment in the development of spending in the
power and energy sector. Battery systems are another significant element anticipated to
foster market upliftment. The prevalence of illness brought about by air pollution has
the demand for environmental monitoring due to the rise in legislation and awareness
campaigns, thereby increasing the spending efficiency for electrochemical-based devices
market prototypes. Figure 6 encompasses an electrochemical sensor market overview for
the case of the user, product, and end-user profile. For prognosis during the COVID-19
pandemic, prototypes have been built for the monitoring of antibody and antigen levels,
with commercially available examples being BinaxNOW, a test developed by Abbot, and
the InteliSwab, developed by OvaSURE [77–79]. However, due to their low sensitivity
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and high false negative drawbacks, electrochemical detection techniques can be used to
overcome these. Proper avenue development for accurate POC technology requires several
stages of development, with the integration of reagent delivery and sample collection, in
addition to the diagnostic test and end user comfort. A screen-printed system has been
developed for the detection of nucleocapsid protein to quantify severe acute respiratory
syndrome-coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) involving chronoamperometry [80]. The devel-
oped biosensor was studied with cross-reactivity interferences to ensure the selectivity of
the system, followed by a proof-of-concept study. Later, a similar study was performed
using a smartphone-based inexpensive serological diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 using a ferro-
ferricyanide-modified electrode with a square wave voltammetry approach [81]. Figure 7
illustrates the smartphone-based prototype for the same.
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Figure 7. Illustration of smartphone-enabled point-of-care electro-immunosensor SARS-CoV-2 N
protein detection prototype. Copyright and preprinted Anal. Chem. 2022 [81].

The major restraint for these electrochemical systems is their short shelf life, which
is projected to hamper the growth of the market. An electrochemical sensor has a shelf
life of six months to a year depending on the analyte to be detected in parallel to the
protein modifications in a particular environment. This is a limiting factor for global
electrochemical sensors. Another big challenge is the limited or narrow temperature range
and its sensitivity towards temperature, which is usually internally adjusted. Hence, it is
preferable to keep the temperature as stable as possible.
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Few of the market products are, MiniMed 770G System, launched by Medtronic in
2020, a hybrid closed loop system. It has the benefits of smartphone connectivity for recent
insulin pump systems with sophisticated smart guard technology for automatic glucose
measurements, especially for patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus [82].

In 2020, a hand-held structured DNA assembly strategy and a dual-mode electrochemi-
cal-fluorescent-based sensor were developed for circulating tumour DNA based on methy-
lene blue- and red-emissive carbon nanodots [83].

Still, this market has risen substantially due to the increased need for diagnostic
procedures and improvements in micro-fabrication methodology, which has resulted in
the creation of sensitive, selective, but effective biochemical sensors for clinical analysis.
The use of an electrochemical–molecular basis for point-of-care has helped to improve
sensitivity and quick testing, with expansion capabilities in hospital labs, outpatient clinics,
path labs, university and school medical rooms too.

5. Conclusions, Discussion, and Future Outlook

The initial journey of sensors started with the most famous sensor, Clark’s glucose
sensor, and now well-developed smart gadgets and skin-based sensor systems exist [84].
Electrochemical immunosensors have emerged as a versatile and robust sensor technology.
With the combination of highly specific biorecognition elements and electrical readout, the
mapping of the protein of interest can be performed for up to femtomolar levels when
compared with the classical techniques. There is the integration of reaction–diffusion
and effective media theories to derive a generalized scaling model for an arbitrary im-
munosensor that relates to the relative change in the redox current to the corresponding
change in the antigen concentration (based on faradaic and non-faradaic currents) through
scaling exponents related to the geometry of biomolecules diffusion and measurement
resolution. The immunosensors are validated via sensor-agnostic scaling formula and
the cross-calibration of instruments with a defined physics standardized methodology
to compare the performance metrics. This article, on the electrochemical modelling of
immunosensors, provides us with proper insights into the modelling of electrode layering,
along with a reaction dynamics study (based on bonding, kinetics, and reaction details).
In addition, the choice of nanomaterials enhances the analytical character of the fabri-
cated biosensor, as discussed in detail in the paper. The emphasis has been laid on the
commercialization of real-time prototypes in the section of market study. We propose a
bright future for an electro-immunosensor array-based system for the multiplex sensing of
disease biomarkers. Thus, this paper can provide help for further designing prototypes
and the proper controls and calibrations required for the selective sensing of a targeted
antigen or protein of interest. With the aim of making new advancements and minimizing
the loopholes of electrochemical sensors, the vision is to commercialize the point of care
devices in rural and technologically backward locations.
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